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Mandy’s Magic
Words
Magical season’s
greetings to all of
you from Mandy and
the YMC team past
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Alan Shaxon
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Mandy Davis
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Rob Page
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Stephen Kennard
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James Fortune

Workshop Organiser:

Richard Pinner

Workshop Team:

Ian Rowland
Belinda Stewart
Kevin Doig

Webmaster:

Mark Herrick

and present
Photo by Anne White

President:

Workshop Dates 2007
JANUARY 13
Auction
FEBRUARY 17
MARCH 17
APRIL 14
MAY 13 (Sunday - Bristol Day of Magic)
JUNE 16
JULY 21
SEPT 8
0CTOBER 21 (Sunday J-Day)
NOVEMBER 17
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Workshop fee £5.00
As always workshops will run from
11 am - 4 pm and will be held at The
Magic Circle HQ (address on pages three
and five). Please be sure to bring a packed
lunch (drinks and crisps will be provided
free), a deck of cards, notebook and a pen
as minimum requirements for the day.
Please register in advance each time Email: mandy@themagiccircle.co.uk
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J-DAY WINNERS 2006
THE MARK
1st Prize
2nd Prize
3rd Prize

:
LEVERIDGE CLOSE UP COMPETITION
PATRICK MILNE
DANIEL BROOKES
LOUIS COAKLEY

GE COMPETITION:
THE YOUNG MAGICIANS CLUB STA
ON
BAC
S
1st Prize MEGAN KNOWLE
Y
2nd Prize JOSHUA BARTLE
h Joe Derrington)
3rd Prize DAVID LOOSLEY (wit
ated by Kaymar Magic
THE KAYMAR COMEDY CUP don
rington)
Der
DAVID LOOSLEY (with Joe

December
Competition
The prize this time is a choice of the following
tricks which have been reviewed in our bumper
wish list:
Gob Smacked - Magic from Maui James Brown DVD - MagCard - Suits You
Five lucky people will win one of these super
prizes so just answer the following:
Name three favourite pages missing from this
issue! Competition ends January 1st 2007.

ORIGINALITY
THE PETER MCCAHON TROPHY FOR
donated by Roy Marsh
rington)
DAVID LOOSLEY (with Joe Der
TROPHY
THE PETER BLANCHARD LITERARY
for contributions to ‘Secrets’
OWEN DANIEL
TROPHY
THE YMC MEMBER OF THE YEAR
JOSHUA MILLER

J-DAY 2006
DVD OUT
NOW!
Bob Hamilton, our wonderful
recording guy, has now launched
the DVD of J-Day 2006.
This shows both stage and close
up competitions in full as well as
the awards ceremony.
If you were there, you’ll want to
relive the moments.

OCTOBER COMPETITON
WINNERS
The last competition brought a large number of contestants which proved that
either the competition was one you enjoyed or the prizes were ones you wanted!
The lucky winners are
William Cousins, Benedict Townsend and Matthew Howsam - well done!
Check out this magazine for the Blackpool convention advertisement - it’s going to
be sensational! if you can’t get there do let me know whose faces you’d like to see
in ‘Secrets’ and also if you have any questions for me to ask any of those appearing
during that weekend. I will do my best to get you the answers!
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If you weren’t there, you’ll want
to enjoy your friends’
performances in the comfort of
your own home.
Whatever your reason, don’t
forget to put this DVD on your
Wish List this year. Just send a
cheque, payable to
THE MAGIC VIDEO COMPANY,
for £12.00 to:
J-Day DVD,
12 Stephenson Way,
London NW1 2HD
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Magic Stamps
for USA

MARK WILSON DVD
COMPETITON
One of the best selling magic books is the Mark Wilson Course. Many of the
effects have been put onto four videos and these were donated to YMC by Magic
Books by Post. However, knowing that this may not be useful to you in that
format, we have put the course onto an exclusive two-DVD set for you to win.
You have the choice of videos or DVDs when you enter the competition - let me
know which you prefer. How to enter? Just write and tell me why you need to win
the set - answers by email or letter before January 1st 2007.

Goodbye and Hello
Earlier this year Richard Pinner took on the role of workshop organiser but is now
stepping down from the role. As he explained to me after J-Day: ‘Because of professional
commitments I really can’t give the time to the job that it deserves but I’ve loved doing it
and think J-Day was super - can I come along to play at next year’s too?’
Last year the UK had an issue of Magic
postage stamps which depicted various
tricks and incorporated interactive ideas.
Next year, in August, the US will also have
a set of Magic stamps - except theirs will
depict Disney Magic.
Four magical characters, from Sorcerer
Mickey Mouse to Dumbo impersonating
Copperfield (flying!), will be available from
August at a probable price of 41 cents
each. So if you, or anyone you know, is
going over there, ask them to buy the
stamps for your magical collection.

We are really sorry to lose Richard and hope he’ll pop in and visit us at workshops
whenever he can find some time.
Meanwhile we are saying ‘hello’ to two new people. With the resignation of Gordon as
our web master we are pleased to greet Mark Herrick who has taken over the role. Mark
is also web master for The Magic Circle so he’s quite used to magic chat on a forum!
We also greet Magic Circle member Stephen Kennard who is our new Treasurer. We
aren’t losing James Fortune though; he is staying with the team as Council Liaison Officer
instead.

❚ Write Now!
Write to ‘Secrets’ with your tricks,
questions, comments, suggestions,
responses and ideas. Although we cannot
respond personally your letter may
appear here or in the ‘Inner Secrets’
newsletter. All articles will automatically

Appearing live at
Liverpool Olympia - YOU!
If you live in the Liverpool area and have a magic act then there is a show just waiting for
you!

be entered for the annual ‘Blanchard
Literary Award’ which is presented for the
best contribution by a YMC member.
Write to the Editor:
Mandy Davis,
The Young Magicians Club,

Liverpool Community Games, Arts & Culture is a registered charity and they are putting
on a variety show at Liverpool Olympia on Sunday February 4th. There will be children of
all ages performing dance and drama pieces, singing in choirs, even a samba band - but
at the moment there are no magicians. So if you are under sixteen, and have a stage act
or can perform close-up in the foyer, get your details to them as soon as you can.
The contact is Vickie Russell, Development Officer,
Liverpool Community Games, Arts & Culture,
1-27 Bridport Street, Liverpool, L3 5QF
Email:vickie@liverpoolcommunitygames.co.uk Call: 0151 709 8977
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The Centre for the Magic Arts,
12 Stephenson Way,
London, NW1 2HD,
or email us at
editor@theyoungmagiciansclub.com
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All Change at
Kaymar Magic

Yes, we have MOVED and we’re
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP!!
For more information and to keep
up-to-date with all the new magical
happenings at Kaymar, you really
should be on the
Kaymar Newsletter Mailing List.
IT’S FREE
Just send your name and address to:
The Kaymar Magic Co Ltd
Unit 3, 108 Croft Road
Nuneaton, Warwickshire, CV10 7DN

We supply magicians all around the world with thousands of tricks, books and DVDs.

MAGIC COLOURING WAND

This is a Magic Wand (about 11.5" long and 0.375" thick) that transforms from a blackwand with
silver tips to a multicolor one in many glittering colors. It is an ideal magic wand to use with the
popular Magic Coloring Book, Instant Art Pictures, Silk Dying Effects, or any magic effect involving
colors. We supply you the special plastic Magic Wand, with handling instructions ...

JUST £6.95 inc P&P

THREE CARD MONTE WITH DVD
Magician shows an Ace, a Two, and Three. He then shuffles the three cards, shows them again, and
places the Ace on the right, the 3 in the center, and the 2 to the left, all face down on the table.
When the cards are shown face up, the 3 and the Ace have switched positions! Trick can be done 2
other ways as well. An Andy Comic Magic Trick. Comes with DVD instructions ...

JUST £9.95 inc P&P
Email us now for our free Nov/Jan 2007 Preview
Merlins, 15 The Springs, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF1 1QE
01924 339933 www.merlinswakefield.co.uk email merlins@btconnect.com
We accept cash, cheques and all major cradit cards

IT’S ALWAYS MAGIC AT......................MERLINS
volume 11, number 6 • 6
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A parlour magic trick
using a large Die

dicey magic
by Ian Adair
The old classic trick ‘Die Through Hat’ is well known to magicians
and uses a simple yet convincing principle. It is this principle that
we will now incorporate in the following effect which, although
differing from the original routine, makes an updated and novel
presentation.

HOLLOW SHELL DIE

2

❚ the effect

3

A cardboard cover is placed over a large die. Six small dice are
displayed inside the tray of an ordinary match box. These are
shaken inside the closed box which is then opened and some of
the dice are allowed to drop onto the table. In fact only four fall
leaving two inside, both showing fours on their tops. The cover is
removed from the large die to reveal that all the sides but one are
bare. The only spotted side happens to depict four spots.

TWO DICE (4’s up)
STUCK TO INSIDE
OF TRAY

HOLLOW COVER

1

❚ apparatus

SOLID DIE
(4 spot side only)

A solid wooden die measuring approximately 7 cm square.
This should be painted black or covered in black glossy paper.
Only one of its sides should be spotted, this being the four.
Six small dice which fit into a matchbox.
A ‘Shell’ Die
Made of stout card, this hollow covering - designed like a
genuine die showing spots on all sides, should fit over the solid
one.
A Cover
Made slightly larger than both the solid and shell dice, the
interior should be black. The cover fits over the shell and its
outside surface can display a pattern or decorative design if you
wish.
The Special Matchbox
Of the six small dice, two are actually fastened (glued) to the
base of the inner tray of the matchbox, the remaining four being
loose. In sticking both dice to onto the innere basse of the tray
the four-spot sides are uppermost.

❚ the set up
The solid die, displaying one side as a four spot, is set upon the
table. Over it is placed the shell. The cover is nearby. The
matchbox, containing the six small dice, is in your pocket.

❚ working &
presentation
The die is shown to the audience as appearing genuine and then
covered. The match box is opened, revealing six dice, closed and
shaken.
Opened slightly, the box is inverted allowing only four of the dice
to drop onto the table.
‘Indeed a strange effect for four seems to be the chosen number
so far with four out of the six having actually reacted correctly.”
Close the empty box as if there is nothing left inside it.
Pretend to catch two imaginary dice from the air, throwing these
towards the matchbox. When the box is opened both dice have
‘reappeared’, showing four spots on their uppermost sides.
‘Strange, did I say... and again four is the mystic number.’

When the outer cover is lifted from the die, the shell is taken with
it, revealing the solid one which is spotted on one side only. The
spots appear to have left five of its sides, for only the four spot
remains.
It is one of those annoyingly clever mysteries!
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Blackpool Magicians’
Convention 2007
The World’s Biggest Magic
Convention is now

EVEN BIGGER!
Opening at 1pm on Friday 23rd February, 2007 with the World’s Biggest
Dealers’ Fair in the Empress Ballroom and the Arena featuring
106 Magic Dealers from all over the world!

CLOSE-UP COLOSSUS has SIXTEEN world-class Close-up Stars
performing on Saturday and Sunday 24th & 25th February.
See the BRITISH MAGICAL STAGE CHAMPIONSHIPS
incorporating ‘THE MAGIC X-FACTOR’ on Saturday 24th February
in the Opera House.
See the INTERNATIONAL GALA SHOW on Sunday 25th February
in the Opera House with a host of world-class magical STARS.
Just a few of the star performers are: Greg Frewin, Juliana Chen, Jay Sankey,
Aldo Colombini, Simon Lovell, David Roth, Michael Rubenstein,
Randy Wakeman, Henry Evans, Dan Garrett, Nate Kranzo, Ian Rowland,
Marc Oberon, Dirk Losander, Omar Pasha, Adrian Walsh, Tony Stevens,
Sos & Victoria Petrosyan, Die Zauderer, Marc Metral, Jerome Helfenstein,
Nestor Hato, Stan Allen, Wayne Dobson, Terry Seabrooke, Hank Moorehouse,
Alec Powell, Dave Allen, Andrew Green, Atmosfear, Joe Ray, Keelan Leyser, etc.
Plus a Magic Forum, European Close-up Championships, UK Kids’ Entertainer
competition, loads of lectures, After Show Party, Kidz R’ Uz and much more.
A Gold Card Registration costs just £68.00 and if you book by December 31st,
2006 you will receive SENSATIONAL SECRETS book by Derek Lever,
price £25.00, completely FREE of all charge.
Full details on www.blackpoolmagic.com or ring ‘Happy’ Arthur Casson
on 01253-393688; e-mail: arthurcasson@aol.com or
write to 44 Bryan Road, Blackpool, Lancashire FY3 9BE.
volume 11, number 6 • 8
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Jonathan Bray

Jonathan got into magic when he was about nine but never really
thought of getting serious about it until his friend Tom gave him
a YMC application form. From then on he got loads better at
magic and even got into the J-day stage finals this year!

What do you enjoy most about ‘Secrets’? I enjoy Ali Bongo’s
puzzles and the Member Profile to see what people’s tips are.

Age? 14.

Favourite magic on TV? Anything to do with Derren Brown.

Current home? Cambridge.

If you had your own TV chat show and could interview any three
people - real or fictitious, dead or alive - who would they be?
Harry Potter to see real magic, Derren Brown to see if he could
read my mind and David Copperfield so he can teach me some
magic.

Joined the Young Magicians Club? February 2005.
Hobbies? Magic, Warhammer and rollercoasters.
Favourite magic book? The Best Book of Magic Tricks Ever.
Favourite non magic book? The Series of Unfortunate Events by
Geoff Tibballs.
Favourite film? Lord of the Rings - Return of the King.
Favourite record/CD? Probably something by Sum 41 or Green
Day.

Favourite magic store? Ebay!

Tips for anyone getting into magic? Start off with the selfworking or very easy tricks first and work your way up. If you
can’t do a trick just keep practising until you can finally perform it
smoothly. Then tackle the bigger tricks.
Some people I would like to thank in magic for either their help or
encouragement? Everyone at the YMC, who gave me all the
encouragement, and thanks to Mandy for all the workshops and
‘Secrets’ magazines.

Favourite magicians? Lance Burton because of a great dove and
candle routine and Derren Brown - how he just gets people to
give him their wallets or house keys.
What kind of magic do you like best? Stage because the effects
are big and people will remember them for hours.

volume 11, number 6 • 9
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interview and photos by Mandy Davis
Michael Finney is a presence in any
room: blond hair and stocky with
unusual features and a deep suntan.
He was born in California with a
cleft palate, a squashed nose and a
hole in the top of his mouth. Years
of being pulled out of class once a
week for speech therapy led to a
dreadful amount of bullying at
school. His brother Patrick was also born with the same
problems and was bullied too so the two boys stuck together
and, to this day, they are very close indeed.

country. If you did that in the States you’d end up with
something you didn’t want on your plate!”
He bought his first trick for $100! He saw a colleague vanish a
lit cigarette and nagged him for the secret until he was offered it
for that price - so he saved up until he could afford it - and was
given.... a thumb tip! He then heard the guy talk about going to
the magic shop to buy more tricks and the penny dropped. After
that Michael spent all his time and money learning new effects
to entertain the customers at the bar.

“This is how I learned the most important lesson of all”
Michael told me. “If there is something stopping you from
being successful, then the only thing is you!. Don’t let
anything stop you achieving your dreams. At one time, I was
afraid to go out or speak in public yet now I’m earning money
doing just that! I even went back to my old school to perform
for those same bullies at a reunion!”

As a child Michael occasionally saw magicians on the Ed
Sullivan Show on TV but they never registered with him. He
came from a divorced family and was brought up, with
Patrick, by his dad. He graduated from high school and that
was all his father wanted, for both his boys to have a good
education. At the age of seventeen Michael packed all he
owned into his car and left home, ending up in Phoenix. It
was the 1970s and he lived the life style of that time,
becoming first a bell boy at a hotel and then a bartender.
“In the US, food and beverages is the way to go to earn
money fast; tipping is very big over there. I don’t know how
you Brits get away with the low amount of tipping in this

volume 11, number 6 • 10
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He also started out by working the queue of people waiting for
seats in a top restaurant. He did this for several weeks and the
management was quite happy for him to do so. Then one day
he popped in and told them: “I won’t be here next week. I’m
working for another restaurant.” When asked why, Michael told
them he was going to be paid by that one. Of course the first
restaurant started paying him after that to be sure to keep him
and he never told them that it had all been a story and there
was no other restaurant!
Nowadays he works many venues and is the opening act for
most of the top rock bands. He has worked in venues which
hold 5,000 people and has entertained as small a group as
fourteen!

about the sleeves. The Professor, Dai Vernon, told him: ‘Finney,
you don’t do much magic but you are FUNNY!’.
Michael told me: “My goal is not to be the most skilful
magician but the most amusing one. Until recently I had long
hair but cut it to work in the corporate world - the shorter my
hair became, the more money I earned! It’s so important to
present yourself well”
He suggested that if you get the chance you should always
video your act. “You are your own best critic. You will be ten
times more critical than anyone else.”

Michael offered lots of advice for young magicians.
“ Always make eye contact with everyone whilst performing;
that way you can pick the right person as your helper - you will
have worked it out beforehand.”
“Everyone should know a rope routine - a piece of rope and a
pair of scissors are easy to get and play big.”
“Always ask a person’s name, where they live and what they do
for a living - everyone watching is interested in that.”
Michael strongly recommends that young magicians should
hang out with older, more experienced ones because that is the
best way to learn what it takes. When he was younger he
performed a dove act and The Great Tomsoni took the time to
help him with his jacket and Shimada also gave him advice

International Magic
Established by Ron MacMillan 50 years ago – still a family business!

89 Clerkenwell Road
London
EC1R 5BX

CLEARANCE SALE – ALL L&L VIDEOS ONLY £7.50 EACH (+ postage)
We have over 100 superb titles in stock by the
following great performers...
Michael Ammar, Jim Zachary, Bruce Cervon, Harry Allen,
Vallarino, Geoffery Buckingham, Daryl, Eddie Tullock,
Parvel, Martin Nash, Henry Evans, Ian Adair, Dai Vernon,
Johnny Thompson, Michael Rubinstein, Ken Krenzel,
Karrell Fox, David Regal, Harry Lorayne, Michael Close,
Mark Wilson, Paul Diamond, Dan Harlan, Jeff Sheridan,
Simon Lovell and many others...
Major credit cards accepted
Opening hours: 11.30 - 18.00 (Mon - Fri) and 11.30 - 16.00 (Sat)

www.InternationalMagic.com
T: +44 (0) 20 7405 7324 / F: +44 (0) 20 7831 2927
volume 11, number 6 • 11
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by Natalie Cró - Photos by Rob Page
lists
Close up Fina
This year J-Day was going to be better
than ever because the YMC had turned
ten years old!
At 10am the day began. Everyone was
greeted by Mandy who was giving out the
programmes for the day. Some people
went into the club room to mingle with
friends and show each other tricks whilst
others went upstairs to check out what
this years’ dealers - Kaymar Magic, Made
to Measure Magic and Alakazam - had on
offer. Eventually the message went out
across The Magic Circle building that the
day’s events were about to begin and so
we all made our way to the Theatre.
We had a word from Mandy to welcome
us all to J-Day 2006 and to tell us what
was going to happen throughout the day.
Brian Sibley appeared and listed all the
accomplishments of first guest Ali Cook!
We started by watching Ali’s show reel
after which he told us a funny story about
one of the clips, a water tank trick. He also
gave us some advice on performance,
which was to always look at your
audience, either create a character for your
persona or become an extended version of
yourself and perhaps look at studying
acting and performance in general as this
will help you a lot. Ali mentioned a lot of
books we should read - Our Magic by
Maskelyne and Devant, Magic and
Showmanship by Henning Nelms, two by
Juan Tamariz, Strong Magic by Darwin
Ortiz and any by John Ramsay - what a lot
of reading!
After a dealer visit we all flocked back as
the main events of J-Day began - the
competition finals. First was close-up,
presented by Mandy, and Daniel Brookes
began with a gag, then followed this with
ring swallowing, flying cards and elastic
band magic. Next was Louis Coakley who
performed some rope magic, a three card
trick and ended with a big flash! Then it
was Alex Hansford’s turn to show some

les-Bacon
e Megan Know
Stage 1st Priz
t of YMC)
(with Presiden

Close Up 2nd Prize
Winner
Daniel Brookes

Can't wait!

Brian Sibley intervie
ws Ali Cook
Alex Lodge

A standing ov
ation for David
Berglas
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Happy Anniversary YMC!
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- Photos by Rob Page

Close Up 2nd Prize
Winner
Daniel Brookes

Stage Finalis
ts

Intense conversation

magic with joker cards, flying coins and
some green sponge balls produced from
his nose! After this Ross McCourt entered
covered in a black cloak and went on to
perform with jumping coins, the four
queens and ended by producing a coke
bottle, his shoes and glasses! Next up was
Patrick Milne who showed a placeswitching trick with red and black cards, a
chameleon card and some magic with
ropes. Then Matt Le Motte produced clear
balls from soap bubbles, from his shoes
and, after some card magic and flying
Chinese coins, revealed a giant ball from
under his hat! Nick Wait told us a story
using magic with a £20 note and
producing goldfish from a picture card.
Finally there was a special performance
from last year’s winner, Ben Farrar, who
showed us his “opening line”, four
acrobat cards and produced some giant
Chinese coins.
A surprise Birthday cake was revealed to
wish YMC a happy tenth Birthday, then it
was lunchtime - a chance to feed our
hunger for both food and dealer items!

e)
vid Loosley (and Jo
Stage 3rd Prize Da

py Anniversary YMC!

Close Up Ist prize - Patrick Milne

Total concentratio
n!
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The stage competition was compered by
Richard Stupple. First up was Jonathan
Bray who started off with a dancing hanky
and went on to produce an 8ft wand, a
tennis ball and turn kernels into popcorn!
Next was Megan Knowles-Bacon who
performed her whole act as a ballet
dancer. She produced a rabbit from a hat,
a rose from a silk, made various shapes
and images from linking rings and exited
with a flash of light and smoke! Then it
was Daniel Lester; much of his act was
mimed to songs. He transformed a cane to
a silk, appeared and vanished candles,
performed Miser’s Dream and ended with
linking rings. Next Joshua Bartley
transformed a candle to a silk, multiplied
and manipulated billiard balls and cards,
showed us his yo-yo skills and levitated a
lit cane. We continued with David Loosley,
and assistant Joe Derrington, who
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performed a comedy act which included an
appearing cane, vanishing coke bottle, clear
balls from soap bubbles and a very funny
version of the Bullet Catch.
At the end of another break we went back
to the theatre for an audience with the one
and only David Berglas - the first president
of YMC! We started off by watching various
old videos of his accomplishments with
running commentary from the man himself.
We saw his dove magic and a hypnosis act;
his amazing cigarette manipulations worked
even underwater! He then got YMC
members up on stage and showed us his
skills with cards. He told us in 1991, at a
Magic Circle banquet, he got a surprise
when Michael Aspel appeared and
presented him with a big red book entitled
“This is Your Life” (younger readers: ask
your parents!!)
After the awards ceremony Ian Rowland was
our compere for the Gala show. First was
the award-winning comedy act of Dave
Allen and his Duck who was produced from
a sketchbook! The duck was pushed
through an old-fashioned clothes wringer
and emerged as flat as a pancake before
being restored. Then Dave placed him in the
“transporter!” and fired him across the
stage into a sealed cage!

David Berglas and volunteers

ua Miller and
r of the Year Josh
be
em
M
th
wi
dy
Man
an
Stage Winner Meg
Richard Pinner in Gala show

Next was Marc Paul’s mentalism act where
we saw him correctly predict a chosen card,
perform an amazing book test and correctly
reveal what two spectators had written
down!
We then had the stage illusions of ex-YMC
member Alex Lodge and his assistant Chloe
who both appeared on stage from a
silhouetted box. We saw Chloe turned into a
zigzag lady, she had her head detached from
her body with swords stuck in it, we saw
some great card manipulations and a giant
snowstorm!

Dave Allen
in Gala sho
w

Last, but definitely not least, was Richard
Pinner’s mentalism act. He predicted three
items chosen at random by audience
members and then he performed his
fantastic Russian Roulette routine with Roy
Marsh as his assistant. Instructed by Richard,
Roy held guns to Richard’s head and pulled
the trigger until there were only two. Roy
brought these to Richard and one was
chosen. As Roy stepped back Richard held
the gun to his head and in the silent theatre
the trigger was pulled. It was an empty gun!
What a fantastic J-Day! Sadly it was my first
and last one as a YMC member but I had a
brilliant time.

Marc Paul in Gala show
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An Old Idea with an
Unusual and
Amusing Climax

scatter cards
by Ian Adair
When I was a very young magician I used to love performing
a trick where all the cards were mixed and spread face down
onto a table. I would then reveal the names of three cards
before these were turned face up - and I was always correct.

❚ effect
A deck of cards is displayed and shuffled, then scattered face
downwards onto a table. You explain that you will reveal the
names of three of the cards before removing them from the
scatter. However you announce that one of the cards is
proving difficult to predict and that your mind is blank. When
all three cards are reversed two display the regular pips and
values whilst the third one is absolutely BLANK!

FAINT DOTS
ON ALL CORNERS

❚ apparatus
A regular deck of cards.
A blank faced card with a matching back design.
Prepare the blank card by applying very small faint dots on its
four corners on the back design side. These should not be
visual to the onlookers, only to the performer. Place this card
on top of the pack.

❚ working &
presentation

You point to one of the cards and lift it away from the others,
the face still pointing downwards. Explain that your mind is
blank at the moment and apologise for this. As you point to a
second card, quickly glance at the face of the one you first
picked up and remember it’s suit and value. The second card is
then picked up and apparently named without showing it. In
fact you merely reveal the name of the first card. This is
repeated with a third card, this time naming the second one,
but the third is the blank one. So - three cards have been
predicted - well not quite. You have picked up three cards and
named two; remember that you stated at the beginning that
your mind was blank? Toss out the three cards one at a time
displaying the pip ones first and getting the audience to verify
that these match your predictions. Slowly reverse the last card
as you say: ‘I did say that my mind was rather blank - and now
you can see why I couldn’t name this card...’

Display the pack by fanning the cards, showing backs and
fronts but avoiding showing the blank one. Hand the pack to
a spectator with a request to shuffle them. Emphasise that no
one should see the faces of the cards at this stage, particularly
yourself.
Get the spectator to scatter the cards, face down, all over a
clear table top. This being done, you can further spread out
the cards so that most are on view. During this time you
should casually look for the ‘dotted’ card and remember its
position.
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Seasonal wish list - the latest in
★★★

Still Fancy a Pot of Jam?
DVD by James Brown
p & p from
£24.99 + £2
mmagic.com
www.alakaza

ney?
Value for mo

9/10

9/10

friends?
Amaze your

ractice?
Worth the p

9/10

Advanced skills

❚ reviewed by Rob Cox
James Brown is The Magic Circle Close-Up Magician of the
Year 2006 and this DVD explains effects, mainly with cards,
from his professional repertoire. We see James performing
each trick, in a live situation, to lay people before cutting to
a lecture setting (not ideal for a teaching DVD) to see the
explanation. The strength of the effects is obvious from
the audience reactions but they are not for beginners in
magic. James makes frequent use of the Side Steal, Top
Change and Cull but ultimately it is his misdirectional
skills that are the key to his work - that and sheer nerve!
In fact the DVD is an object lesson in the use of
misdirection and is well worth buying for that alone even if you do not use any of the effects.

The DVD is well produced by Alakazam Magic and full credits are given for
each effect. And - yes - there is a trick with a pot of jam!

Think Like A Maths Genius
by Arthur Benjamin and Michael Shermer

★
Basic skills

❚ reviewed by YMC Team Member Kevin Doig
Okay - it was a bit confusing when a maths book
arrived for review on the Secrets desk. Mandy
passed it on to me as someone interested in (and
who has lectured on) Mathematical Magic.
Most of the book’s interest to magicians is about
speed arithmetic and mathematical memorising both of which have been performed on stage over
the years; in fact, one of the authors, Arthur
Benjamin, performs such an act - sometimes at
Hollywood’s Magic Castle.

£8.57 from
Amazon.co.u
k

Value for mo
ney?

8/10

6/10 Amaze your frien
ds?
Worth the p
ractice?

5/10

One of the ten chapters is called “Presto-digitation” and is the only one about the art of Mathematics although
twenty pages long. It starts off by presenting and explaining a “think of a number” type
of trick (which is exactly how I start my “Mathemagic” lecture!) and then moves swiftly on
to the magic number 1089 (an easy number to force for effects such as Book Tests). It
explains a “lightning addition” effect using the Fibonacci Sequence which you might well
have met at school and then goes on to calculations involving square roots and cube roots.
Magic Squares are discussed and also a method for calculating the day of the week for any
date given.
The explanations are rather dry - it does read like a quite difficult school maths text book.
None of the tricks or effects explained are new and there are books which present them far more entertainingly.
I can only recommend this book for people who are really interested in maths - and then with some reservations!
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magic reviewed for you!
Mindreading Bear!

★
Basic skills

❚ reviewed by Mandy Davis

Imagine a puppet which can do real magic!
That is what Merlins are offering. Whether
you are a competent ventriloquist, a trainee
or you have no ability for this at all but
love puppets (like me) this will still be a hit
with adults or children.

Plush puppet
, approx. 55
cm
long, dressed
in top hat an
d tails
with everyth
ing needed
for
mindreadin
g trick £50.0
0 post
free from w
ww.merlinsm
agic.com

Value for mo
ney?

8/10

6/10 Amaze your
frien

ds?

From the bear’s paw you take a small
drawstring bag and empty out the
Worth the p
ractice?
contents. There are six differently
coloured tokens with numbers upon
them. In secret (and without the bear
knowing!) you take one token, put it back in the bag
and hide the rest. When you return the bag to the bear it can immediately tell
you which colour you’ve chosen. This is a very easy trick to do and certainly
fooled the adult magicians standing at the dealer booth when I saw it being
demonstrated.

8/10

Overlap

★★

by Joshua Jay

Intermediate skills

❚ reviewed by Matthew Field
In July 2002, MAGIC magazine did something unusual; included in every copy of that issue
was a gaffed card, a version of something invented by that genius (and I don’t use that word
lightly), Theodore DeLand. The gimmick is sometimes called a three-on-one card because it
shows, as its name suggests, three cards in a spread on its face. Add a covering card and
you’ve got two cards masquerading as four which allows for some unusual effects.
The gaffed card in the magazine was the idea of Joshua Jay, a personable and talented
young man (he recently graduated from university), and this book is a handsome affair
which is really a magic set enclosed between covers.
rd
ca
+
D
Along with a performance-only DVD of the effects
DV
+
ok
Paperback bo
p
&
p
0
in the book, there are seven poker-size gaffs and
.5
£1
+
gaffs. £27.00
e
th
at
on
cti
four jumbo cards, all printed by the U.S. Playing
lle
Co
from the Card
k
.u
Card Company. The book contains nineteen
co
ic.
ag
www.cards4m
effects and descriptions of all but the most basic
sleights, and a full descriptive chapter on the proper use of
Value for money?
the gaff and how to get it in and out of play in the deck. There are 179 accompanying
photos.

8/10

9/10 Amaze your friends?
Worth the practice?

8/10

The tricks, as you might expect, usually involve having a card or cards magically appear atop
the deck. The Homing Card is one such effect, the venerable Assembly and Travellers effects
are others. The use of a gaff makes some of these effects easier to perform and, as Josh
explains in this well-written effort, sometimes makes possible what would otherwise be
impossible.
This is a classy, useful book for magicians of any level of expertise.
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Semi-Automatic Card Tricks Vol 6
Semi-Automatic Card Tricks Vol 7
★★

by Steve Beam
❚ reviewed by Matthew Field

Intermediate skills

The tricks in these books by American Steve Beam are semi-automatic, not by any means
automatic, using minimal sleight of hand but sometimes repetitive deals or other strange
moves, such as Down Under Counts and Reverse Faros.
Ask me which type of trick I prefer, ‘sleight’ or ‘light’, I’d answer the former. I dislike the
Down Under Deal and Reverse Faros. Yet one of my favourite performance pieces is Out of
This World (the U.F. Grant version) and that trick has
been called by many the best card trick ever. Yet it
contains no sleight of hand.

Hard bound
. $55 each
plus p&p
from www.s
tevebeam.c
om.

Value for mo
ney?

7/10

9/10 Amaze your frie
nds?
Worth the p
ractice?

7/10

Contributors include Steve himself, Allan Sleight,
Boris Wild, Lewis Jones, Ken Krenzel, Max Maven, Herb Zarrow, David Solomon,
Pit Hartling, Ramón Riobóo and Magic Circle member Martin Cox.
Volume 6 contains an amazing Card Warp variant by Martin Cox, a complete section devoted
to Lewis Jones, and a bunch of ‘Tools, Moves and Concepts’ with contributors including Bob
Swadling.
Volume 7, which I found to be the stronger of the two books, has some very effective magic by
Steve, Pit Hartling and Kostya Kimlat,, an excellent concept trick by Steve, Ice Fishing, and a
most extraordinary treatise on the 4x4 magic square by Lewis Jones, the easiest and most
practical version of doing this I’ve ever seen - just brilliant.
This is diverse stuff. There are nearly 100 items in each book and the quality is, as one might
expect, mixed. Put some work into these effects and you’ll have miracles to fool lay audiences
as well as magicians - semi-automatically.

Carl Andrews’ Magic from Maui

★★

❚ reviewed by Mandy Davis

Intermediate skills
Large Soft back book. 96 pages, well laid out, larger than average font.

2.00 p & p
£10.00 + £
rnpress.com
www.thecai

ney?
Value for mo

9/10

9/10

Carl Andrews is an award-winning magician who has settled in Maui, one of the islands of
Hawaii. He is an acclaimed restaurant magician who
has hopped thousands of tables in his time and
continues to earn his living from full time Magic.

This book is full of great advice as well as suitable
tricks. Not only does Carl talk about working
restaurants, he also provides you will all the
promotional material you’ll need to get started from marketing letters to table tent cards. It’s
?
e
c
ti
prac
worth the price for this alone - but there’s
more! Carl touches on agents and also on
strolling magic, even describing the best ways
to approach a table or group. But there’s still more...

friends?
Amaze your

Worth the

9/10

The book is also filled with tricks, twenty-seven of them! From coins to cards, there are
variations on such timeless miracles as Hopping Halves and the Anniversary Waltz - both
ungimmicked. There are single and two cup and ball routines and all the workings of all the
tricks are explained in great detail. Practically all the tricks need knowledge of moves but if
not described fully, there are full details of their provenance and credit is given throughout.
There are also book references so you can look up the workings of moves not already
known to you.
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Learn Magic with Kaymar DVD ★
Cards Vol 1

Basic skills

❚ reviewed by YMC Team Member Kevin Doig
I have always admired the video range that Kaymar Magic produced with Mike Austin. They
comprise clear, sensible and easy to follow explanations of moves and tricks. Now, Kaymar is
transferring this range to DVD and the first of these is Volume 1 of the Cards series. There is a
slight, but not major, problem with the fact that they were originally tapes and I also had a
problem running the disc as it would not load on my multi-region DVD player. This might just
be the review copy but I doubt this and suspect it’s probably the fact that the discs are copied
onto DVD - R discs. However it worked perfectly well on my portable player.

stage to YMC
£18.00 + Free Po
members only
ic.com
www.kaymarmag

Value for money?

8/10
?

ends
8/10 Amaze your fri
10/10
Worth the practice?

I have always been on the look-out for good straightforward learning materials and that’s
exactly what you get here. There is a basic but perfectly
serviceable menu which takes you to 11 different
chapters. When I say this disc is for the real beginners
in card handling you will accept that chapters include
such headings as The Grip, The Overhand Shuffle and
Cuts and getting as advanced as Hindu and Riffle
Shuffles, In and Out Jogs and the Snap Change.

But there are further choices within each chapter. Selecting “Overhand Shuffle”, for example, gives
you a further ten sub-options. These include retaining the top or bottom card, retaining a stock or
even reversing the top and bottom cards. Selecting “Break” allows you to choose either the basic
break (with the little finger) or a break using a crimp.
This is the basics and the more advanced YMC card workers will not need most of it. However for
someone just starting it’s an excellent DVD. Mike Austin’s explanations and demonstrations are very
clear. Make sure you have a pack of cards in your hand whilst you are watching.
The Snap Change is beautifully explained and different coloured backed cards are used to show
how cards are controlled. There are only two tricks shown on the disc but the intention is that it
should be a programme to teach you the moves, not the tricks (yet!)
I recommend this DVD for beginners very highly.

The Economicon
by Al Smith
❚ reviewed by Rob Cox

★
Basic skills

Two paperb
ack books,
well
produced, p
lus leaflet w
ith full
instructions
£39.95 POST
FREE FOR Y
MC
MEMBERS fr
om
www.merlin
swakefield.c
o.uk

Put simply this is a book test with a lot
to recommend it. Two spectators are
Value for mo
ney?
each given a paperback book and
another spectator calls out a page
number. The mentalist (that’s you)
Amaze your
then proceeds to reveal the first word
friends?
on that page in each book. Then a
forth spectator chooses one of the
Worth the p
ractice?
books, opens it at any page (page
number not revealed) and chooses
any long-ish word on that page.
That word is also revealed. It is that straightforward - no
counting down to particular lines, choosing cards as numbers nor other artificial
procedures. You do need to obtain one bit of information for that final stage but the well-written instructions give
ideas on how to do this naturally.

10/10

9/10

10/10

There are no forces or stooges and the books themselves will bear reasonable examination. There is no complicated system to memorise
although you will benefit from taking a little time to familiarise yourself with the simple secret. I was performing this within ten minutes
of opening the packet. Another plus point is that the books are written in a larger than usual font - useful if you choose a spectator
with less than perfect eye-sight. Highly recommended.
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Examining the Thumbtip DVD
by Alexander de Cova

★★

❚ reviewed by Matthew Field

Intermediate skills

The thumbtip - we know all there is to know about it,
right? But I’ll wager you could still be fooled with a
thumbtip, especially if the thumb it is on belongs to
Alexander de Cova.

£17.39 + £
2.00 p&p fr
om
www.world
ofmagic.co.u
k

Value for mo
ney?

9/10

Amaze your
Alexander performs and explains three effects which
show how the thumbtip can be used in several
classes of magic you probably hadn’t thought of: a
Worth the p
ractice?
prediction with a very clever ruse for covering
double writing; a vanish of a signed bit of cloth
which winds up in a purse (which is a lesson in
timing and misdirection); and a bill vanish in which
the banknote arrives in a vitamin bottle. One great
lesson taught by Alexander is that the thumbtip is often most effectively used
when it is not worn on the thumb!

8/10
friends?

8/10

There’s a wealth of information on this excellent video, suitable for every level of magician.

Mag Card
❚ reviewed by Rob Cox
in UK from
£15.99 post free
hop.co.uk
www.WorldMagicS

Value for money?

8/10

?
7/10 Amaze your friends
Worth the practice?

N/A

★
Basic skills
This ‘kit’ consists of ten ordinary bicycle cards, five strong, thin
magnets and a DVD explaining how to make magnetic cards
and showing three effects you can perform with them. I
don’t think I’m giving any secret away here but basically you
stick a magnet between two cards. However to do this
effectively is not quite as straighforward as it might appear
but the DVD does take you through the process very
clearly. There are many effects possible with magnetic
cards but be aware that to perform any of the three
shown requires an additional piece of apparatus
available from WorldMagicShop which will cost you an
additional £15.99. You can see video clips of two of
the effects on their web site.

Gob Smacked
❚ reviewed by Rob Cox

★
Basic skills

A freely chosen card is the only red-backed card in a blue pack. A
familiar plot and, it has to be said, a familiar method too with
echos of David Regal’s ‘Self Evident’ and Simon Lovell’s ‘S.L.O.B’.
Simon, though, has given his blessing to the effect and his
version, the best in my view, is included on the instructional
DVD. The effect itself is self-working - although not fool-proof
against awkward spectators such as the ones that insist on
choosing the last card in a spread for example. The DVD
suggests several variations on the theme for different
situations and this is useful although I think the effect is
rather overpriced.
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£19.99 post
free from
www.World
MagicShop.c
o.uk

Value for mo
ney?

4/10

7/10 Amaze your
frien

ds?

Worth the p
ractice?

7/10
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magicbox
MASSIVE DVD SALE
MANY TITLES ONLY £14.99
GREEN BICYCLES NOW ONLY £1.50
FREE CATALOGUE
PRESENTING THE LATEST
AND BEST EFFECTS
TEL:01912325335
www.magicbox.uk.com

JESTERS MAGIC
(James Smith)

r
e
f
f
O
l
Specia

Great
Bill Goldman Value

5 effects pack
only £15 inc p&p

78 High Street,
Lincoln, LN5 8AA

ALBION MAGIC

01522 525353

8 Florence Grove, Stone Cross,
West Bromwich, B71 3LL 0121 532 4509
Contact: Alex Powell 07831115448
wwww.albionmagiccompany.co.uk

Martin Sanderson
Makers of Fine Quality Hand Crafted Magic...

www.colinrosemimc.co.uk
See Website for Product Information
Special Magic for Young Magicians Club
Patrick Page’s Magic Paddle...£10.00
Dutch Sandwich...£35.00
Mini Flash Frame...£25.00

Close-up DVDs
4U
Visit our website

www.sanderson-magic.com
or telephone 0845 900 1317
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LAST ISSUE
Puzzle Time Answers
The Chinese Linking Rings
Multiplying Billiard Balls
The Dancing Cane
The Sliding Die Box
Producing a Rabbit Out of a Top Hat
Cups and Balls
The Rising Card Trick
The Egg Bag
Sawing a Lady in Half
The Vanishing Cane
The Miser’s Dream
The Zombie Floating Ball
Signed Card to Wallet
Oil and Water
The Indian Rope Trick
Cut and Restored Rope Trick
The Vanishing Bird Cage
Siberian Chain Escape
Anti Gravity Glasses
The Twentieth Century Silks
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